Imagine you have visited Naples, Italy, as part of your Grand Tour of Europe, imagine you have been sightseeing, experiencing the culture of different towns, cities and countries on your travels.

You would have spent time taking part in social events, touring galleries, listening to music performances, visiting historic places and of course improving your artistic skills along the way.

Travellers enjoyed commissioning artworks in the places they had visited, they would be shipped back to England and become important talking pieces for visitors to their homes. A bit like sharing your photos on Instagram and Facebook today, showing off the brilliant places you’d been and experiences you’d had!

**Challenge:**

Use the template to design a postcard

Imagine you are sending this to family and friends back home while you are still on your tour of Naples

Why not create a still life drawing with your new improved skills on one side and write a message on the other?

**You will need:**

Pencils, pens, some objects to draw and imagination!

We would love to see your designs and messages, please share them with us on social media. Tag @comptonverney on Facebook, @ComptonVerney on Twitter or @compton_verney on Instagram, or use #DigitalComptonVerney.
Naples: A postcard from Naples